AN ELECTRONIC DATA MODEL FOR A MORE EFFICIENT HEALTH SYSTEM IN LATIN AMERICA

By Daniel Gutierrez, Customer Solutions Director, Clinerion.

Access to electronic health data has never been so crucial both for Latin American healthcare systems as well as for its economies, as evidenced right now during the time of COVID-19. We outline the issues and challenges encouraging digitalization and the benefits it can bring, in particular, for accelerating recruitment for clinical trials, and tracking epidemiology of diseases within and across regions and populations.

Introduction: Digitalization in Latin America

The adoption of electronic medical records in health systems across Latin America has been an ongoing effort. The HIMSS EMRAM classification of the degree of hospital digitalization lists 31 hospitals in Latin America in EMRAM Stages 6 and 7 (highest degree of digitalization), of which 27 are in Brazil. By contrast, there are over 2000 in the USA and just under 3000 worldwide. There is still a ways to go for Latin America. A report from the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) analyzing the state of electronic medical records (EMR) in Latin America and the Caribbean highlighted up to thirteen benefits to the wide adoption of EMR, including the sharing of clinical information across entities, improvement of healthcare decision-making by tracking patient indicators in real-time, and acceleration of medical consulting.

1. HIMSS Latin America, EMR Adoption Model. Available at: http://www.himssla.org/ehome/168684/emram
Foremost among these was that “the assistance of adequate technology may guarantee accurate identification of patients.” While the intention of this statement was probably broad, and could encapsulate, for example, precision medicine approaches, I would highlight one use-case, in particular, which is relevant for us in clinical research: the use of EMR to seek and identify suitable patients for clinical trial recruitment.

When it comes to running clinical trials, Latin America as a whole does not punch in its weight class. With a population of 418 million people, the region is home to 5.7% of the world’s population, yet only runs 3.5% of the currently open trials on clinicaltrials.gov (data from July 2017). The region has large, urban populations of patients, who are still drug-naïve; and it has highly involved and experienced investigators and good healthcare systems (with 16,000 hospitals). Why then are clinical trials lagging?

Challenges include the lengthy approvals processes in the region, with fragmented procedures for drug registration. Additionally, the lack of awareness, advance expertise and infrastructure on all fronts of patients, physicians and hospitals respectively, lead to low patient acceptance when being recruited for trials and insufficient number of investigators in the region to satisfy demand. The third problem is that of low level of investment in Latin America in development and research compared to other developed countries, leading to a lack of resources, supplies and technologies for diagnosis and treatment.

A second key stated benefit of the PAHO report was – presciently! – EMR facilitation of epidemiological surveillance. In the new age of COVID-19, there is a great need for a global perspective to healthcare data and an understanding of disease incidence and transmittance, patient cohorts, treatment paradigms, and patient outcomes beyond borders or time zones. Accessing patient data is a crucial approach for countries and cities to monitor evolutions of pandemics and prepare ahead. This is true not only for COVID-19, but also for any other mass population disease such as diabetes, or heart disease, that will also affect a region like Latin America, economically.

Additionally, from a patient-centricity point of view, it should be mentioned that a 2013 paper analyzed the correlation between the degree of digitization of a hospital and a patient’s experience of care, and found that hospitals with exceptional levels of digitization showed significantly higher care scores.

4. clinicaltrials.gov
Technology solution: an EMR-based system querying live patient data across silos

What we require is a system which has permission to send queries to multiple hospital patient EMR systems in real-time, and collect and aggregate the results. This can support the entire process of drug development and launch with real patient data, from clustering disease incidence, to identifying patient clusters for testing, to gathering real-world evidence, to tracking patient outcomes.

With EMR-based patient recruitment, electronically sending a protocol in the form of a query to multiple sites enables trial sponsors to evaluate numbers of patients fitting a protocol’s complex criteria across all linked sites, nearly instantaneously, and identifying the hospitals with the highest numbers of eligible patients for setting up a trial site. This effectively pre-screens the patients and removes the subjective element from the process. Depending on how they are configured, electronic patient recruitment systems may screen for patients on a continuous basis and identify eligible patients in near real time. This offers important advantages where trials are time-sensitive, or for capturing eligible candidates directly when they enter an emergency room.

From an epidemiological standpoint, using Big Data analytics techniques to gather, make sense of, put into context, and draw useful conclusions from large swaths of EMRs can generate useful data for real-world evidence, as well as disease epidemiology and treatment pathways within a hospital’s population.
**Patient Network Explorer**

At Clinerion, we propose a hybrid platform of federated local installations at hospitals and a secure private cloud, which distributes the queries to the federated nodes at the hospitals and receives results from them. Data is rendered interoperable as a result of ontology- and dictionary-mapping performed during installation. Patient data privacy is assured by ensuring that patient data is anonymized at source and that identifiable data is never removed from the hospital at any point.

Clinerion’s platform, the Patient Network Explorer, currently covers 32.9 million patients in 72 healthcare organizations, in 16 countries around the world, with a further 11 countries contracted.

In Latin America, 13 hospitals, nationwide in Brazil, have joined Clinerion’s Patient Network Explorer. Using Patient Network Explorer, these hospitals can share their patient data with pharma sponsors for search and identification of available patient cohorts, allowing the pharmaceutical industry to directly engage in patient pre-screening, site selection and feasibility (this assumes they have patient consent and ethics committee approvals).

In the Spanish-speaking Latin American countries I’d like to mention the Pablo Tobón Uribe Hospital (PTU), in Medellin, Colombia, which is about to kick off their installation of Patient Network Explorer. By the beginning of the 2021, Pablo Tobón Uribe will be the first hospital in Spanish-speaking Latin America that can be queried from Clinerion’s online dashboard, paving the way for other hospitals to embrace a new technology that will transform the way clinical trials are run. The impact will not just be local, but global: not only will it be possible for Colombian CROs and local affiliates of international companies to query Colombian clinical data through the Clinerion platform for the first time; but since Clinerion has a global reach, it will also allow international pharma companies and the world-wide CRO industry to query and pre-screen Colombian patients, longitudinally and with incredible resolution.

The technology doesn’t only support pharma and CROs. Hospitals that implement Clinerion also gain access to Patient Network Explorer’s Patient Finder module that allows the site to search through all the patient base medical information in their EMR system, including historical records of past patients. Patient Finder provides a gateway for the hospital to onboard incoming trials, or to begin site-initiated trials. Additionally, via Patient Finder, the site can preview the performance data of their own hospital. The latter includes performance data on current ongoing trials, clinical researchers and site expertise, amongst others.

NEWS IN MEDICAL RESEARCH
Technology Trends: What’s Next?

A trend that has started amongst hospitals in the Clinerion network, in relationship to Patient Finder and Patient Network Explorer, is to participate in research collaboration with other local hospitals. This allows teams to gain complementary expertise by connecting with other researchers and Principal Investigators and most importantly to increase the available patient data. This therefore offers benefits not just to epidemiology and outcomes studies, but again also improving clinical trial recruitment success rates by expanding the pool of patients. 80% of clinical trials are delayed, often for recruitment-related reasons. (10)

The hybrid cloud/federated installation technology proposed above can also be implemented in such closed networks. In Switzerland, Clinerion was responsible for the implement of a benchmark project for remote patient data access among hospitals. This was the Swiss Personalized Health Network (SPHN), which is a national and cantonal effort between public university hospitals such as Universitätspital Zurich, CHUV (Geneva), Inselspital (Bern) and others, that enables the country to democratize access to clinical data between the university hospitals and enhance research and the collective expertise. (11) Outside Switzerland, Clinerion has already received interest from Brazilian hospitals for the same concept.

Image data has also recently found interest in the pharma industry for clinical research. The goal is to use clinical images in the definition of patient cohorts during the preparation for clinical trials, understand disease aetiology and anticipate the response to new molecules. For the latter point, clinical images additionally provide information about previous therapy administration schedules (begin date, end date, dose history and combo therapies), TNM tumor classification status and provide a baseline necessary in efficacy studies. Clinerion and some of its 72 online hospitals are exploring avenues to enable the pharma industry access EMR + images together.

Digitalization of hospitals brings many advances in patient care and drug development. As hospitals in Latin America evolve by digitalizing patient electronic health records, they will gain advantages in supporting their research and clinical trials. The take home message is that the future in clinical trials for Latin America looks promising and with huge potential, however the time to act and get ready is now.
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